A muhod for generating acoustic prosody is presented that starts from a vay simple symbolic input. We present evidence that prominence is a central factor influencing both perception and acoustic paramem. Resuhs of statisid analysis of a large speech corpus arc shown, these results have led to the development of a rule system that prrdras fundamental frequency and syllable duration. Besides the prominence of syllables and boundaries, position, context and syllable strumre arc considered by these rules. F d y , the outcome of two evaluation experiments is presented.
MOTIVATION
We assume that the prosody of any utterance can be described by assigning only two feanves to syllables and boundaries: content @hoaancs for syllables; rising/faIhg for boundaries) and prominenCt (each syllable and each word boundary nceds a prominence value).
Thus, prominence is regarded as an intermedate parameta between hguktics and aCOUSljCS. It is a gradual parameter, although it's optimal range is not ya clear. Beyond the Perceptive motivation, this approach has SeVQal advantages concaning applications: It is, for example, ideal for synthesizing focal s t r u m s (needtd e.g. in dialogue systems) or to higher-level text organization @aragraphs of diffmat levels). The approach is described in m m detail in Portcle & H d (1996) .
The main demand on the prosody component of such a synthesis system is to convert this simple input into rules for the generation of the acousfic prosodic parameters. 
. PERCEPTNE PROMINENCE

Therulesystem
The rules w m obtained by statistical analysis of a prosodic database, which contains about 1 hour of m d speech (3 speakm) with all prosodically relevant uttQance types ( H e 6 et. al, 1995 Figure 2) . A value is assigned to every word boundary, so most of the boundaries have a duradon of 0. delay.
The most important factor is the dismce (in syllables) of a syllable marked with an F0-@ fram a preceding or following (for falling contours) prosodic boundary. The closer the syllable is to a following prosodic boundaq, the earlier the peak is located relative to the vowel onset. In othn words, speakers tend to k p the finalfull panan constant within certain l i m i t s (see Figure 3) . The opposite phenomenon is found on the beginnings of phrases: The closer the syllabk is to a praxdmg boundary, the lam the peak is located relative to the vowel onset. Distance to preceding bomdary 
4.2
Peak Height (amplitude)
Declination is not modeled by decreasing tog and baselines but by a downstep from pcak to peak. This implies that the later a peak is situated within a phrase, the less high it will be. We find a relation amplitude = -0.007 *psinon of the syllable in the phrase.
Amplitude is greater when the syllable nudeus is a vowel that we found (Heuft & Ponele, 1995) to have a ratber high inuinsic Further, peak height depends on the prominence of the syllable (Figure 5) : the more prominent the syllable, the higher the peak.
4.4
RightSlope
Comparable to the left slope, the right slope (i.e. the steepness of the fan after su1 F, peak) depcnds on the amplitude of this peak (righr slope = 0.05 * mpfimde). The dependence of the right slope on the distance of the following peak is shown m Figure 7 . The last right slope in phrases with falling F, has to be modeled very carrfully because it repscnts the final fall. It is dependent on the distance to the following prosod~c boundary. i.e. it gets steeper the nearer the syllable is situated relative to the boundary. Further, the modeled with steeprr falls.
prominence of the boundary has an effect: stronger boundaries arc prominence of boundaries influcncts the height of the last F, peak in falling phrases. The peak is less high for strong boundaries than for weak boundaries. We could not find a relation between boundary prominence and height of the final rise for progredient utterances or quesuons.
EVALUATION REFERENCES
5.1
Paircomparison
A simple comparison of pairs of isolated sentences generated with a) the old prosody component, and b) the tree-smcturcd rules was carried out. The outcome was a clear preference for the new system. (AI116 subjects prcfcring the new rules, 1 1 of them sigmficantly; the overall preference was 72%). However, we must see that in such a comparison the reference system only has to be bad enough to obtain good results.
2
Delexicalized speech 
DISCUSSION
In this paper we have med to outline the rule system for prosody generation. Of course, space is too limited to present every factor influencing 8cMutic prosody, but the most imponant points have ban mentioned Many factors (e.g. prominence, boundary disrance) are of a gradual nature, thenfore, we often have functions rather than fixed MhKS at the leaves of the rule trets. The functions presented here arc not exactly the same as in the actual rules, be*ruJe here, the interplay of the different factors is not d i d
The duations gave promising results but they only considerad the generation of short isolated sentences. The quality of styles that arc mort mmcsting (and more difficult to handle) like dialogues or longer texts has not been evaluated yet <a634.wav>.
It gas wirhaut saying that a good prediction of the prominence values is crucial for the d t i n g quality of the synthetic prosody. In a TTS system the values can be predicted from the text using information about word class, topic strumre and syntax. We arc aware that this is quite a difficult task. The structure that we have presented hue is in fact more suitable for a concept-to-speech system.
